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ABS'IRACT 

As a consequence of the plant oper~ting technologicsl char~cteristics on 
the basis of the Bayer-pro::ess numerous effects detrimental to the ~m:ironment 
can be seen. 

The technology applied to extract the bauxite produces 0.3 to 2.0 t of red 
mud per tonne of alumina. Ir~ discharge and storage cause serious em:ironment.'.il 
problems. 

The energy requirement of the process is 10 to 18 GJ/t of alumina. produced 
mainlv on tne basis of fossil fuels and a proportional quantity of deleterious 
emissions (50 2 • COz. CO. ~o •. dust etc.) which are contaminating the atmosphere. 

The case study deals with the actual situation related to the main 
environmental impact and technological trends to eliminate or reduce pollution 
in order to reach an environmentally sustainable industrial development. 

The technical. economic. institutional and social barriers to the 
correctional cieasures are also discussed and conclusions are dra"TI to serve as 
guidelines for operaring plants and future projects. The most important wavs of 
reducing the negati'l:e em·ironmental impact of the alumina industr'-· are the 
following: 

(a) Reduction of the amount of natural resources (firstly of 
energy) consumed per unit amount of alumina 
manufactured. 

(b) Reduction of the residual discharges (effluents. dust. 
stack gases) per unit amo:mt of alumina manufactured. 

(d) Em·i.ronmentally sustainable discharge and storage of 
digestion residue (dry stacking of red mud. 
recultivation of the filled-up storage areas)_ 

The authors of the case study give detailerl recommendations on the 
technical solution and economic viability of the latest environmental protection 
measures applied in the alumir.a production. pointing out at the same time the 
importance of well performed maintenance and house-keeping. 
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L INlRODUCTION 

l.l. PRODCCTIOS 

The raw material of the worldwide used Hall-Heroult aluminium smelting 
process is alumina. which is a white. crystalline. dustlike material 
consisting mainly of aluminium oxide. During the last 17 years annual amounts 
varying between 30 and 37 million tonnes of this material were produced. 
(Prior to the oil price shock of 1973/74 the expansion was dynamic, with an 
annual rate of 7 to 10 per cent). Meanwhile the regional shift of the 
industry from ~orth America and Europe to Australia and Latin America 
continued. Table l gives the location of aluminium plants worldwide in 1989 
{by region) and their capacities. Thirty-two of these plants {nearly half of 
the total 69) are situated in developing countries. At the same time most of 
the bauxite resources are in developing countries {Guinea. Jrazil. Surinam. 
Guyana, Jamaica, India. etc.) and only one of the developed countries has 
really any significant bauxite reserves (Australia) [lj. ~ew alW11ina 
capacities and plant expansions are expected first of all in the a!:>ove
mentioned countries. 

Some 90 to 92 per cent of the total alumina produced worldwide is used 
for aluminium smelting. the rest is utilized mainly by the refractory, 
abrasive. ceramics, glass and chemical industries. 

Some 95 to 96 per cent of the total alumina is produced from bau.xite 
(only a few Soviet plants use non-bauxitic rat· materials like nepheline and 
alanite) and some 98 per cent of Lhis either by using the Bayer process {see 
figure I). or in Bayer sections of combined Bayer-sinter plants. (Non-Bayer 
and combined plants operate only in the USSR. China and Czechoslovakia). 

l . 2 . E."iPLOYME~T 

Alumina plants have workf::>rces of 500 to 5. 000 employees per plant. 
~orldwide the alumina industry employs some 100 to 150 thousand people, and about 
50 thousand people are employed in b..•uxite mining. 

l. 3. NATURAL RESOL"RCES USED 

1.3.1. Bawcice 

The main natural resource used by the alumina industry is bauxite. It takes 
2 to 4 t bauxite to produce l t of alumina, depending on the chemic- 1 and 
mineralogical composition of the ore and on its moisture content. The average 
figure is about 2.5 t/t. This means that (depending on the annual alumina 
production) some 75 to 90 million tonnes of bauxite are mined for metallurgical 
purposes, i.e. for alumina manufacturing. (The other uses of bauxite, like 
refractories, abrasives, etc. are relacively small compared to the metallurgical 
use). The worldwide total of prospected, probable and possible bauxite reserves 
amounts to 20 to 40 billion t according to various sources. This is sufficient 
to supply the alumina industry with its raw material for 200 to 400 years at the 
present rate and consumption (the second highest figure among m~tals surpassed 
only by iron ore). 
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1.3.2. Caustic soda 

The industry consumes almost ~ million tpa of caustic soda 
(sodium hydroxide. ~aOH). Though this is a significant propvrtion of the total 
wocld production. its total demand is usuallv more or less balanced b'I." the 
demands for chlorine and hydrochloric acid and they are manufactured from ~odium 
chloride. which is in abundant supply. Only the energy required for its 
manufacture can be considered as a demand on natural resources. 

1.3.3. 3urnt lioe 

Some 0. 5 to l mill ion tpa of burnt lime is also consumed b~· the alumina 
industry. but the raw material (limestone) is also in abundant supply and onl\· 
the fuel used for its burning is a demand on natural r~~nurces. 

l.3.4. Energy 

The second most important natural resource used by the alumina industrv 
(after bauxite) is energy. The Baver process of alumina manufacturing requires 
three main forms of energy: 

- secondary heat (usually steam), 
- primary heat (usually fuel oil or natural gas) and 
- electric power. 

The secondary heat energy is typically required at two 
different temperature levels: 

(a) High temperature heat demand for the digestion of 
bauxite. 

The temperature of this process is determined by the mineralogical 
composition of the bauxite. Gibbsitic ( trihydratic) bauxites are usually digested 
at 140 to 150'C. in some cases at 105 to llO'C. boehmitic bauxites at 240 to 
260°C in modern plants. at a slightly lower temperature in older plants and 
diasporic bauxites at more or less similar temperatures. though higher 
temperatures could offer even greater ad\•antages. Consequently gibbsitic bauxites 
demand a 1 MPa steam supply with a temperature of 180 to 200°G and monohydratic 
bauxite a 5 to 8 MP<>. steam supply with temperature of 270 to J00°C. (About 50 per 
cent of the world's alumina production is manufactured by the low temperature 
process, and 50 per cent by the high temperature process. A few alumina plants 
use molten salt instead of steam to supply heat to the digestion). 

(b) Low temperature heat demand for evaporation. 

Usually O.J to 0.5 ~a steam is used at temperature of 140 to 160° G to 
concentrate the process liquor to maintain the water balance of the process and 
for minor heating purposes not covered by the main heat recuperation processes. 

The high and low temperature heat demands are not independent of each 
other. The total secondary heat requirement is significantly influenced by the 
quality of the processed bauxite. 

Primary h£·at is required for calcining the product at a temperature level 
of 1100 to 1200QG. 
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Electric power is required for operating the equipment (pumps. agitators, 
etc.) of the alumina plant. 

The energy requirement of the Bayer process is: 

Secondary heat: 

Total secondarv heat: 
Primarv heat: 

high temperature 
low temperature 

Electric power (10 ~J/k~n): 
Total energy demand: 

3.0-6.0 GJ/t 
0.5-7.0 GJ/t 

4.0-11.0 GJ/t 
3.0-5.0 GJ/t 
2.0-4.0 GJ/t 

9.0-20.0 GJ/t 

The lower figures are typical of western European and some Australian 
plants and of those built: after the oil price shock. such as at: Sao Luis. 
Interalumina and Damanjodi. The higher figures are typical of older plants in 
developing countries and the USSR. 

The "energy content" of the raw and au.'tiliary materials (first: of all 
caustic soda) may add another 2 to 5 GJ/t: to the above figures showing how much 
energy is really required. 

1.3.5. Wacer 

The last main natural resource is water. The water consumption of alumina 
plants varies widely depending on availability. In arid climates alumina plants 
can survive on a 2 to 3 m1/t water supply. whereas in places. where water is 
abundant, 10 to 20 m1/t consumption is typical. 

1.4. '.Z.:\STES 

i.4.1. Digescion residue (red cud) 

The Bayer alumina manufacturing process has a digestion residue called red 
mud. The amount of this material varies between 0.3 and 2 t dry residue per tonne 
of alumina depending on the quality (chemical and mineralogical composition) of 
the processed bauxite. The annual amount of this waste produced worldwide varies 
between 30 and 40 million tonnes (calculated as dry material) and constitutes the 
main environmental hazard of the alumina industry. 

The digestion residue is composed of bauxite minerals not dissolved during 
the digestion process and :. solid. crystalline phases formed in the Bayer 
process. Table 2 and figure II contain the chemical composition of red muds 
formed from bauxites originating from seven characteristic deposits of the world. 
Table 3 and figure III show the mineralogical composition. 

The chemical and mineralogical compositions, grain size distribution and 
morphological characteristics of the digestion residue vary according to the 
characteristics of the processed bauxite and the processing technology from 
bauxite deposit to bauxite deposit and from alumina plant to alumina plant. 

After the digestion process some residues have to be classified into a 
coarse (sandlike) and a fine (mudlike) fraction to improve their handling. The 
coarse fraction can be easily washed and its impoundment causes less problems 
than that of the fine fra~tion which can be rightfully called red mud. 
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A relatively stable watery suspension of red mud containing 20 to 60 
weight per cent solids and 5 to 15 g/dm1 sodium salts and hydroxide (expressed 
as ~aJ)) is transported to the disposal areas of the alumina plants which are 
mostly on land but in some cases at sea). ~nfortunately. no economic use for it 
has yet been found. In subsequent parts of this paper it will be shown that 
methods for mud disposal and <>torage have greatly improved in the last while (see 
figure IV) [ l] and the most modern methods (usually realized in de•.t:loped 
countries) correspond to the generic ncrms of Ecologically Sustainable Industrial 
Development (ESID). Some alumina plants such as the older ones in developing 
countries still use unacceptable disposal procedures. 

1.4.2. Scack gases 

~"hen conve~-tng the secondary heat requirement of a typical alumina plant 
(see section 1.3.4.) into a primary one the typical plant would us~ a total of 
about 14 GJ of primary energy per tonne of alumina. This corresponds to 0. 335 toe 
(tonne oil equivalent) or 0.558 tee (tonne coal equivalent). The typical 
emissions relating to l tee are given for various fuels as follows (2): 

Fuel Specific emissions (kg/tee) 
S02 NO. CO CJ{. Dust 

Hard coal 26 7 0.1 0.5 3.5 
Lignite 23 8.5 u.1 0.1 4.5 
Fuel oil 23 7 0.2 0.1 l 
Natural bas 5 

For a total annual world output of 36 million tonnes of alumina an energy 
consumption of 20 million tee (12 million toe) can be estimated (25 per cent 
more, if the energy content of the raw and auxiliary materials are also included) 
i.e. about 0.17 (0.21) per cent of the total fossil energy burnt in the world. 
An equal split among the above four fu~ls would mean a total annual emission of 
about 360,000 (450,000) t of SOi. 140.000 (175.000) t of ~o •. 2,000 (2.500) : of 
CO. 3,500 (4.400) t of hydrocarbons and 45.000 (56,000) t of dust (excluding t~e 
alumina dust leaving t;v~ calciners. which can be another 3,000 to 6,000 t). Even 
more menacing from the point of view of long-term globc:.l climatic change 
(greenhouse effect) is the thought that the alw1lna industry is responsible for 
an annual emission of about 40 to 50 (50 to 60) ~illion tonnes of C0 2 , i.e. some 
0.17 (0.21) per cent of the world total of about 27 billion tonnes [3]. 

1.4.3. Bawcice, alumina and lime duscs 

Typical dust losses are 0.1 to 0.2 per c~nt for bauxite and 0.05 to 0.1 per 
cen~ for alumina. Some 100 to 150 thousand tonnes of bauxite dust and 15 to 30 
thousand tonnes of alumina dust is lost in the environment. Fortunately neither 
has any negative health effect, however, only the colour of bauxite dust turning 
red the &lumina plant surroundings over the years and the abrasiveness of alumina 
dust can be considered a nuisance. Lime dust has a strong caustic effect on the 
eyes. lungs and the skin, but fortunately it tends to settle within a short 
distance and contaminates only the immediate surroundings of the lime handling 
facilities. 
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l.4.4. Etfluencs 

Though most of the systems of alumina plants are closed. so.ne caustic 
liquor may find its '"ay out through leaking. ~ost of this is C<iUght and '"ashed 
back into the process. ho1.;e\·er. some of it will "disappear". Typically some 2 kg 
of caustic soda (~aOH) per tonne of alumina cannot be accounted for which gives 
an annual world total output of some 70.000 t. ~ost of this gets int~ the soil 
or into rivers and the sea. Sea\Oater <.?asily neutralizes these effluents. so 
problems arise only in the surrounding c. f in-land alumina plants. Here they c;..1 
lead to ~ chemical imbalance of the soil in the vicinity of the alumina plant and 
a slight alkalinity of nearb:r small rivers. 

l.S. BAL'XITE ~I~I~G 

~ost of the processed bauxite is mined in open-pit mines with 3 to 10 m 
thick bauxite hoI."izons. -.;ith an average density of 2 t/m1 and an average 
thickn·~ss of S m some 10 mill ion tonnes of baux1 te can be mined in 1 km2. This 
means that an annu4i average of 8 to 10 km2 of vegetation (usually some kind of 
tropical or subtro~~cal forest) has to be removed and some 5 to 10 million m1 of 
soil to be scraped away. A few decades ago the mined-our: areas were usually 
abdndoned and left to recover naturally. Sowadays many bauxite mining companies 
have extensive reforestation programmes and carry them out as an integral part 
of their mining operations. This problem in theory appears to be technically 
solved. Reference : 4 '. gives a very good summary of the emrironmental problems 
connected with bauxite mining and their solutions. 

1.6 .. ·\STICIPATED DEVELOP~E~TS 

.-\ long term annual expansion rate of 2 to 3 per cent is expected for 
primary aluminium production, and a similar one for alumina. This is more or less 
the same rate as that achieved by mi.nor improvements to alumina manufacturing 
processes and equipment. The main vehicle is the increase of liquor productivity. 
This is the amount of alumina hydrate precipitated fr~m l m1 of vregnant liquor 
expressed as Al 20 1 • Today's average is abc.ut 60 kg. this could be increased to 
75 kg and may be as high as 90 kg. Therefore, few r.ew alumina plants will bF 
built over the next 20 years. 

The shift of the production capac1t1es towards the countries with large 
bauxite reserves will continue. Practically no expansion can be expected in !'forth 
America, Europe or Japan and some of their present plants may even be closed or 
converted to pr0duce non-metallurgical alumina. The regions best suitP.d for large 
expansion and even new plants are in South America (especially Brazil and 
Venezuela). India and Australia. where large bauxite depo~its are accompanied by 
abundant sources of energy (hydropower in South . .\!rerica, coal in India. coal and 
natural gas in Australia required for smel tin~ the alumina to primary aluminium). 
Capacities to be expanded will, to a great extent, depend on the economic 
situation and the government policies of these countries. 

As far as the development of the processing technology is concerned the 
greatest savings cc.n be expected (not least as a result of increased 1 iquor 
productivities) in the field of energy consumption. Though annual capacity will 
increase, energy consumption wil 1 remain the same which indicate:> a much improved 
energy efficiency. r:he other main trend expected wil 1 be improved environmental 
management of all alymina plants r S:. 
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL RF.QUIRE.HE."ITS FOR ACHIEVING ECOLOCICALLY SOUND 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

.2.1. EFFICIF.~"T RESOCRCE L"TILIZ...\TIO~ 

2.1.1. 3auxice 

The available Al.10 1 content of the processed bauxites is 98 to 99 per cent 
and of this 95 to 96 per cent is obtained as product. (Available Al. ,0 1 is the 
alumina content of the bauxite present in the form of hydrates: gibbsi te. 
boe!lmite and diaspore). There :.s ,;ery little scope to further impro\·e these hi.gh 
yields. The only possibility is ~o digest the boehmite and diaspore or t.iaspore 
contents of those bauxites. of which presently only gibbsi.te or gibb~ite and 
boehmite are extracted. (Boehmite can be extracted by increasing the digestion 
temperature; diaspore by further increasing it and adding some catalyst like 
burnt lime or hydrogarnet)_ However, mixed type bauxites are anyway digested 
according to the mineral(s) requiring the most severe conditions and only 
boehmite and/or diaspore contents not exceeding 10 per cent (relative) of the 
total available alumina are sometimes left undigested. Such an improvement of 
only l or 2 per cent might be expected, and even less. if the slow deterioration 
of the qu,lity of the processed bauxites is also taken into consideration. 

Some techniques profess to extract most of the alumina content of the 
bauxites that would otherwise be considered not available using the Bayer process 
(i.e. the alumina content bound to silica in kaolinite. chamosite. etc.). These 
usually require very large amounts of energy. most often fossil fuels. 

2.1.L. Causcic soda. burnc liae 

~ost of the caustic soda used by the alumina plants will be bound to the 
silica content of the bauxite and left in the di~estion residue. This part cannot 
be saved by conv~ntional methods. Improved maintenance (better packing. 
immediate repair of leaking equipment. frequent washing of the floor. etc.) can 
save 1 or 2 per cent of the ca~stic soda consumption. A little more can be saved 
by better mud and hydrate washing. however. this requires either higher capital 
spending (more washing stages) or more energy (more water used for washing. and 
more evaporation to maintain the water balance of the process cycle). These 
washing processes optimized from the economic point of view do not offer much 
scope for improvement. Widespread use of deep thickeners developed recently could 
shift the optimum towards better washing of the red mud. 

The amount of NaOH bound into sodium-aluminium-silicates will take a 
relatively long time to increase in the future because of the slow deterioration 
of the quality of the processed bauxites (i.e. the slow increase of their silica 
content). This trend can only be reversed by an increased use of burnt lime. 
However, it takes about 3 to 4 kg of Cao and .':iome 10 kg of steam to save or 
recover 1 kg of NaOH. The extent of NaOH saving will depend on the relative price 
of caustic soda, burnt lime and process steam. 

Burnt lime itself can be better utilized, if it is of a better quality (it 
takes nearly the same amount of fuel to make a burnt lime with an active CaO 

, cpntent of 70 per cent as one with 90 or 95 per cent) and if its active CaO 
, cpntent is leached more efficiently. The most modern plants usually produce their 
, o~ burnt li.me (this is also an advantage from the environmental point of view. ' 
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because the lime can be handled in a more or less completely closed system and 
follows their own high specifications). Some of the older plants (especially in 
some developing countries) buy their lime from outside suppliers (sometimes from 
a number of minor producers). It may be of a substandard quality. 

2.1.3. Water 

As has already been shown in section 1.3.5., alumina plants are flexible 
as far as water consumption is concerned. If necessary they can operate with 2 
to 3 m' of water per tonne of alumina. (The actual minimum depends on the quality 
of the processed bauxite, first of all on the relative amount of its digestion 
residue). Of course, such low consumption figures can only be attained at the 
cost of a relatively high capital investment (closed water circuits, etc.) and 
increased maintenance and worker awareness. 

2.1.4. Energy 

The secondary heat requirements of alumina plants are usually covered by 

- high or medium pressure (1 to 8 MPa) and 
- low pressure (0.3 to 0.5 MPa) steam 

generated either in boilers or power plants within plant limits or in adjacent 
commercial power plants. Their primary heat requirements are provided by fuel oil 
or natural gas burned in their calciners. Power demand comes from a reliable 
public power system (national or local grid) or from their own condensation power 
plant in an insular operating mode. Such a system is shown in figure V, 
representing the energy supply system of an alumina plant operating on a 100 per 
cent fossil fuel basi.s, in which all the power is generated in the local co
operating power system. Steam supplying secondary heat is generated in the boiler 
plant established in the alumina refinery. The high pressure steam is directly 
fed to the consumer (the digestion unit), whereas the low temperature cons1.111ers 
are supplied through a reducer or a back-pressure turbine. The calciner is 
directly fired by fuel oil or natural gas. 

Line l of figure V shows the energy demand of the process, line 2 the 
energy demand of the alumina plant before conversion and line 3 the total primary 
energy demand. For a typical case these are as follows: 

•1• (process): 

•2• (alumina plant): 

•3• (total primary energy): 

E 
DH 
DL 
FC 

EP 
DH+DL 
FC 
FA 

EP 
FA 
F 

Electric power 
High pressure steam 
Low pressure steam 
Calciner fuel 

Electric power 
Boiler fuel 
Calciner fuel 
Primary energy 

Electric power 
Primary energy 
Total primary en~rgy 

280 kW.h/t 
1.9 t/t 

1.25 t/t 
4.20 GJ/t 

1.06 GJ/t 
6.80 GJ/t 
4 20 GJ/t 

11.00 GJ/t 

3.00 GJ/t 
11.00 GJ/t 
14.00 GJ/t 
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The possibilities for reducing the harmful environmental emissions 
resulting from the energy supply can be found in two main areas: 

(a) the alumina manufacturing process and 
(b) the energy supply system serving the above process 

in (a) above the secondary heat demand is a result of 

- dissolution and reaction heats. 
incompleteness and irreversibility of the recuperative 

heat exchanges. 
- condens~r losses (at evaporation) and 
- heat losses radiated to the environment. 

The dissolution and reaction heats cannot be reduced. The recuperative heat 
exchanges can be optimized. The most important is that of digestion. The method 
used is flash recuperation. The limits are boiling point elevation of the 
digested slurry and the temperature steps due to finite heater surfaces and flash 
stages, and the capital costs of the recuperation system. 

Condenser losses occur at the evaporation unit and can be reduced by 
bringing the liquor concentrations in the digestion and precipitation units 
closer to each other. Evaporation reduces the liquor concentration at the 
digestion, increases liquor flow and high temperature heat demand. This increased 
efficiency is. however, much less than the saving attained at the evaporation. 
Many alU11ina plants try to reduce the amount of water to be evaporated. These 
efforts are limited by the minimum amount of water required for mud washing. 

An even more efficient way of reducing the condenser los3es ;_s to increase 
the concentration at the precipitation. This is the increasing of liquor 
productivity mentioned in section l.6. Previously this course of action was 
followed only in some European alumina plants, which were not so concerned about 
the granulometry of the product. However, rec~ntly ways have been found to 
overcome this problem by precipitating coarse hydrate from liquors with higher 
caustic concentrations. 

The heat radiated towards the environment is a result of incomplete 
insulation. leakages and other operational and maintenance problems. Reference [ 6] 
reports the results of an investigation carried out in an alumina plant consuming 
8.5 GJ/t of secondary heat, where the total of radiation losses amounted to 4.5 
GJ/t, i.e. 53 per cent of the total heat demand. It is estimated that some 70 to 
80 per cent of this could be saved by painstaking maintenance and careful 
operation. 

t.lhen exploiting all the above possibilities an average secondary heat 
requirement of 4 GJ/t can be expected in the typical alumina plants by the year 
2010 and a slightly better figure (3.0-3.5 GJ/t) in the best ones. The 
environmental effect of this secondary heat demand will depend on th~ way the 
steam is generated. 

The primary heat requirement of the alumina plants (as mentioned above) is 
for calcining the precipitated hydrate to alumina. Conventional rotary kilns used 
some 5 GJ/t or even more until about 1960. Recently a number of these have been 
reconstructed by adding cyclones to them at both ends for ~ better utilization 
of the heat content of the flue gases and of the calcined alumina, respectively. 
In this way their heat demand could be reduced to about 4 GJ/t. At the same time 
various types of stationary calciners (fluid bed, fluid flash, gas suspension) 
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have been developed with specific heat consumption of 2.9 to 3.3 GJ/t. Though 
presently a number of unmodified and modified rotary kilns still operate. and it 
seems to be more economic to modify a conventional rotary kiln than to replac~ 
it by a stationary one (even though the heat sa'\·ing is less in this case). it is 
most probable that the oven1helming part of the calciners operating in the year 
2010 will be of the stationary type. This means that a 3 GJ/t primary heat 
requirement is expected in the long-term. co'\·ered by natural gas. where possible. 
and by fuel oil (preferabi.y with a reduced s•1lpi.-r content). where not. 

Some 50 per cent of the electric power required by the process is consumed 
by centrifugal pumps and about 12 per cent by agitators of various slurry tanks 
[6]. A significant saving could be achieved by their careful maintenance and 
operation and by applying up-~o-date control systems. It is expected that the 
average power demand of the alumina plants would drop to about 200 k#"h/t from 
the present 250 to 100 k~.h/t. The environmental impact of the power consumption 
depends on the system in which it is generated. 

(b) The energy supply systems serving the process can be of different 
types. discussed in the following: 

- separate supply of heat and power 
- combined energy generation by back-pressure steam turbine, 

gas turbine. combined steam and gas turbines, 
- energy supply on nuclear basis. 
- energy supply on hydropower basis and 
- energy supply on geothermal basis. 

The widely used conventional solution is the separate supply of heat and 
power. This system was described at the beginning of section 2.1.4. and shown in 
figure V (Variant A). This system is the most disadvantageous both from the point 
of view of econCJmy and the er.·.,ironmental impact as it requi1:es the largest amount 
of fossil fuels and t.mi•.s the largest amount of harmful compounds to the 
environment. 

The split of the secondary heat requirement of the alumina plants into high 
and low temperatur )ffers the possibility of passing the steam required in the 
low temperature range through a back-~ressure turbine. By this means a part of 
the power demand of the plant can be generated in a very economic way. The 
principle of this solution can be seen in figure VI (Variant B). By using this 
solution the total primary heat requirement of an alumina plant can be reduced 
by 3 to 5 per cent depending on the parameters (concentrations, digestion 
temperature) of the process. This reduction will be realized in the outside power 
generating system by saving of fossil fuel and a reduction of emitted pollutants. 
The boilers of the alumina plant will actually consume a little more fuel. Since 
most of the low temperature heat consumed by the alumina manufacturing process 
is used in the evaporators and since the evaporation rate is dropping in most 
plants, as shown previously under (a), this solution will be less important in 
the future. 

A new opportunity just being explored is the use of gas turbine.~ in the 
Kombi process. According to this hot (450 to 600°C) exhaust gas ~f the gas 
turbine would be used (with some additional fuel) in a boiler for steam 
generation (se~ Variant C of figure VI). In alumina plants where (because of the 
~arge amount ~f red mud from low quality bauxite processed) evaporation cannot 
~e eliminatedr the high pressure steam would also be generated by using the heat 
~ontent of th~ exhaust of the gas turbine (and some additional fuel) and some of 
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this would be passed through a back-pressure turbine to supply the evaporation 
(and some other minor consumers in the process) with low pressure steam (see 
Variant D of figure VI). These s~·stems could provide an additional sa\·ing of O. 5 
to l per cent. 

The environmentally harmful effects of using fossil fuels for the energy 
supply of alumina plants could be significantly reduced by the use of nuclear. 
h~·dro or geothermal energy. Power generation as described abo\·e exceeds the scope 
of this paper. It should be underlined that by supplying electric power from a 
non-fossil source to an alumina plant the total primary fossil energy requirement 
i:an be reduced by 20 to 25 per cent. However. thi;; paper intends to c!ra• 
attention to the possibilities of heat supplied by nuclear or geothermal sources. 
As a result of the development of nuclear energy the use of nuclear facilities 
for heat supply was already discussed in the 1970s [7'.. During the 1980s the 
first designs of nuclear heating units for town heating purposes were elaborated 
:s!. Alumina plants could. of course. be supplied only by relatively small 
nuclear heating units (150-300 ~~ heat for a 1 million tpa capacity plant) and 
only HTGRs (high temperature gas reactors) could provide their high temperature 
heat requirement. if boehlli tic or diasporic bauxites were processed. Any 
industrial plant could use steam only from the tertiary circuit of a nuclear 
facility because of safety reasons. An example of a nuclear reactor (THTR 300 
developed by Hochtemperatur Kernkraftwerk GmbH (Hl<G) which can supply steam up 
to a temperature of even 600°C. 

The use of geothermic energy for covering the secondary heat demand of 
alumina plants seems to be a very attractive proposition. however. there is 
little chance for its widespread use because of the limited number of suitable 
locations (e.g. Iceland) where the pressure of the geothermic steam is 
sufficiently high to heat a high temperature digestion system even after the 
pressure loss connected with its purification (removal of its salt content). 

Should both the secondary heat demand and the electric power demand of 
alumina plants be provided by non-fossil sources. then only about a third of 
their primary heat requirements would have to be supplied from a fossil source. 
This could lead to a tremendous reduction of the atmospheric pollution caused by 
them. 

2.2. RESIDUAL DISCHARGES 

2.2.1. Bauxite residue (red 111Ud) 

The main constituents of red muds (Fea0 1 , Ala0 1 , SiOa. TiOa. ~aJO, CaO) are 
present mostly in the form of non-toxic oxides and silicates. Environmental 
problem· are caused by the large volume of mud. by the alkali content of the 
liquid phas~ of the red mud slurry and by the NaOH content being bound in the 
so!id phase in the form of sodium aluminium hydrosilicates and tending to 
dissolve slowly and partially in a process of hydrolysis. 

The environmental effects can be summarized as follows: 

- the impoundment areas reduce the land available for 
agriculture. 

- the alkaline solution seeping out of them may cause 
chemical imbalance of the soil around them and contaminate the 
groundwater, 

11 I I 
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- the dusting of dried-out mud lakes can be felt over wide areas. and 
- thev have an unaesthetic effect. 

The huge amount of digestion residues produced annually and the long 
history of the Bayer alumina manufacturing process means that up to now about l 
billion (dr:·) tonnes of this material has been impounded and this figure 
incre.'.ises b"· about 3 to 4 per cent e'l.·ery year. The efforts for reducing the 
negati'l.·e en'l.·ironmental effects ha'l.·e been concentrated in the following 
directions: 

de\·elopment of new storage methods. including the 
revegetation of abandoned impoundment areas. 

modification of the alumina r~nufacturing process to 
discharge a residue less harmful to the environment. 

utilization of red mud in agriculture for soil 
amelioration. 

utilization of red mud in industry as an additive and 
processing of red mud by complex waste-free processes. 

2.2.l.l. Red mud discharge and storage 

The last summary relative to disposal (and utilization) of bauxite residues 
(red mud) app<;!ared in 1980 as a contribution of L"NIDO in close .:a-operation with 
L:iEP : 9: as one of the major papen for the L~EP/L:iIDO ~orkshop on the 
Emrironmental Aspects of Alumina Production held in Paris. France. Januar:·. 1981. 
The information in that paper was based on data rece~ved from some major alumina 
producing companies. institutions and governments. on the available technical 
literature and on the results of visits of the Aluterv-FKI team. In some alumina 
producing companies. as well as the experience gained over half a century in 
plants of the Hungarian Aluminium C·:>rporation in the disposal (and use) of red 
!DUd. 

Development in the field of red mud handling and disposal was rapid during 
the 10 years between 1980 and 1990. Processes mentioned in :q: as distant 
possibilities have now been realized in the majority of plants and 
environmentally sustainable technologies are now working :10:. The 
engineering designs of all new alumina plants pay special attention r:o this 
issue. 

In the following a general survey of these methods will be given. The 
rel&tive bibliography is too abundant to be incorporated in this paper. therefore 
onl :· practical solutions realized on a large scale and promising new methods are 
dea.:t with. 

From the practical point of view it seemed advisable to the author to keep 
separate the notions of discharge and storage of red mud. 

Discharge is the state in which red mud leaves the limits of the alumina 
plant. This has two main forms: 

- red mud filtered on press. drum or disc filters and 
transported to the storage area in trucks or pwnped after 
agitation (liquefying) by appropriate pumps and 

- red mud slurry as the final product of muJ~istage washing 
or of repulping after filtration. Such slurry is stored 
in dtsignated areas. but sometimes it is dumped into 
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rivers. est~aries. lagoons or into the sea (in some 
cases first intc special shirs from where it is 
discharged into the sea). 

Storage can take place in areas mostl~- surrounded by dams (cal led generally 
'red mud ponds') . in valleys closed by dams or in lagoons on the seashore. 
Storage of filtered and pumped red mud in ponds is the technology of the 1980s. 
more advantageous than the storage of slurries. Storage of 'deep-thickened red 
mud' is one of the most up-to-ciate techniques developed recently. This technology 
can be regarded as a synthesis of the two operations giving an economic and 
reliable environmentally sustainable solution to the majority of problems 
connected with discharge and storage. 

The original form of the discharge of red mud from the plant was filtration 
on leaf filters. sometimes immediately after blow-off. The operation was 
discontinuous. expensive. required a large number of personnel and extensive 
environmental and health risks were involved. 

~ext came filtration on press (e.g. Kelly) filters. Their filtering 
surfaces have increased up to 400 mZ. The operation was discontinuous [ll;. 

In order to eliminate the discontinuous character of filtration on press 
filters a number of alumina plants made efforts to use drum filters. The majority 
of these attempts were unsuccessful. ~ith fine grain size muds the performance 
of the filters was low. because it was very difficulL to remove the residue from 
the surface. and with better filtration characteristics the red mud cake fell 
back from the drum into the trough. 

The solution to these problems is the use of drum filters with roller 
discharge [ 12. 13]. :\discharge roller rotating with a slightly higher peripheral 
velocity is pressed against the dr-..1111. The mud is "taken over" by the roller from 
the drum. and can be easily removed from it by means of steel combs. 

In the beginning trolleys (tip-carts) were used for transporting the mud 
to the storage area. but accident risks were high and the roads were frequently 
contaminated. 

Some alumina plants use trucks. The Burnt island plant (UK) [ 14] eliminated 
the above problems by modifying the trucks used for transport, so that they are 
now completely closed. 

The fil~ered mud is transported in most alumina plants by a pipeline to the 
s~orage area. This can be done either in a diluted form (by adding sufficient 
water to it to get a pumpable slurry) or after a mechanical treatment (and the 
addition of a flux in some cases). Red mud slurries with solids content even as 
high as 55 to 60 per cent can be pumped over a distance of 1 or 2 km by high 
pressure slurry pumps (15, 16]. The latter solution is the most modern. As will 
be shown later, it makes possible 'dry stacking' of the digestion residue. 

Some alumina plants at one time discharged red mud slurry into rivers. Fish 
and other animals died, the water was seriously contaminated and the flora of the 
river bed was destroyed, and therefore this solution had to be abandoned. 

Discharge of red mud slurry into lagoons seems to be a more attractive 
solution. It does not appreciably re4uce the agricul~ural area and cultivation 
after filling of the lagcon can be ~arried out. Lagoons on the seashore are 
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normally in contact with seawater and the caus~ic soda content of the liquors 
neutral i.:ed b ... - the sea's magnesium-salt content forming a compound called 
thalcite. Careful monitoring of the area and of the seawater in the vicinitv of 
the lagoon is indispensable. 

Though discharge of :::ed mud into the sea seems economical l :: advantageous. 
the authors of this papt>r and a number of other experts expressed their 
resen:ations about this method. 

The advantages of mari.ne disposal are that no arat.le land is o.:cupied. 
socio-economic impact on the population living in the vicinity of the plant are 
minimal. no recultivation is necessary. there is no dust formation and the 
seepage of caustic liquors into aquifers is eliminated. 

The only danger is that the red mud settling on the sea floor kills some 
stationacy species of the flora and fat:na. Cod were reported to have died after 
fi"·e da..-s exp ·ire (suspended in a cage above the sea floor) and the metabolic 
rate of shri2~s was reduced after an exposure to 10 gpl mud. ~ortalities were 
demonstrated 1.n herring emb~·os and extinction of algal cultures were reported. 

The study :q'. deals in more detail with this problem. All these facts 
supported v.G. H~ll's (Jamaica) opinion •direct marine disposal of red mud must 
not be permitted• :11:. 

Fo~ ~uwing the multistage washing of red mud in a series of thickeners 
( call<!d washers) the underflow sl 1irry of the last washer (fifth to eighLi1 in the 
row) or ruud repulped after filtration is pumped to a storage area. Orig;nally 
there was no consideration given to the selection of suitable territory. ~alleys 
of touristic interest. areas near commtmities were selected for this purpc,se more 
or less on an economic basis so as to save pumping energy. 

However within a short time it was noticed that the caustic liquor pumped 
to the storage area with the mud penetrated the subsoil and contaminated the 
underground water. Red mud ponds can occupy huge agricultural areas and have a 
detrimental effect on plants and trees in the vicinity. On the other hand as red 
mud settles. the supernatant liquor can be repumped. thus making red mud ponds 
form an additional washing stage. 

In order to eliminate or minimize the penetration of the caustic liquor 
into the soil the sealing of the subsoil and the dams was undertaken. To reduce 
penetration of liquor (to reduce the permeability index below lo·• m/s) the 
following are considered normal plant practice: 

- compaction of the upper layer of the soil (suitable only 
in the case of certain soils and not wholly reliable). 

· construction of a clay blanket (a layer of about 0.6 m 
thick clay with an optimum water content of 18 per cent 
is able to ensure a permeability of lo-•m/s). 

- sealing with plastic foil (mainly in carstic limestone 
areas where sealing of red mud ponds is sometimes very 
difficult the area is covered by plastic foils). 

· fly ash mixed with gypsum. 
- sealing wi.th cons'>lidated red mud (plant tests have 

shown a permeability of 10·A m/s). The advantage of this 
method is th;it the sealing material is available on the spot,. 
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According to :16: lime-stabilized red mud has self-sealing proper~ies as 
it consolidates. n • ..:- ~ermeabil i ty coeff ident may reach 10-:> m/s. 

It is coanon to build the first storage area only for a period of 5 years 
and to build subsequent adjacent ponds (ch~~bers) after a couple of years. This 
can ha'l.·e two advantages: 

First of all. the first chamber will begin to dry as soon as it is filled 
up and as a consequence of the shrinkage it can be used once again after 
~ne-half to one vear. 

Secondly. the dried red mud itself can be used for the construction of new 
dams on the inner side of the original. raising the height of the "pond" 
up to some JO m depending on the properties of red mud. Red mud can be 
stabilized by the addition of lime. which increases its hydraulic stability 
and impro~es its cohesion. 

In order to accelerate the consoli. ation of red mud ponds VA• (Germany) 
erects drainage towers within the storage site [16;. 

A valley situated in the vicinity of the alumina plant can also be used 
when closed by a barrage. Preliminary tests have to be performed on 
hydrogeological conditions. permeability of the soil and rocks. seismicity. 
defects in bedrock. etc. The design has also to meet regulations for the 
protection of groundwater qualtty. 

The above mentioned two possibilities correspond to the method named DE~ 
(decantation. evaporation) process by Vogt :is:. This means that the water pumped 
together with the mud to the storage area partly evaporates (depending on 
ciimate). and may be partly repumped to the plant after decantation [19;. 

In another process. named DRE~ by Vogt (drainage. evaporation) (Kaiser. 
Gramercy Plant. USA: Alcoa of Australia. Pinjarra. ~A) a sand drainage blanket 
is installed under the red mud disposal area '.18. 20;. ~ater or liquor passing 
through the sand blanket is collected in pipes and can be repumped to the plant. 
Red mud is not covered by liquor and due to fissures formed inside it will dry 
in 0.5 to 2 years after filling. 

WJi th the thickened tailings disposal process [ .21 j thickened red mud is 
sprayed through spigots into the storage area. This method takes into accoun~ the 
topography of the area but may cause dust dispersal problems. 

Solar drying of red mud [22J requires a disposal area with a uniform slope. 
Thickened red mud slurry with 23 to 25 per cent solids is pumped to the top of 
the area. it flows down and reaches 75 per cent sol ids in 15 to 20 days. 
resulting in a dramatic volume shrinkage. Dried red mud is practically unaffected 
by wetting. 

Pioneering work on the storage of red mud in filtered form was carried out 
by Gebr. Giulini. Ludwigshafen. Germany. Red mud pumped to the storage area after 
mechanical treatment, containing about 60 per cent solids can be stacked to a 
height of 20 to 30 m. The same is valid for deep thickened red mud (see later). 
Though no special sealing is needed. as this quasi-solid red mud does not 
contaminate the environment, certain precautions are recommended especially in 
carstic areas where it is advised to lay down a t:hin sandy clay layer or a 
plastic foil. Dams can be constructed, if necessary., from the original soil and 
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later on from the solidified red !11\..d. 

The advantages of this method are as follows: 

the adhesi"·e moisture of red mud can decrease oliiing C".> its 
shrinkage and formation of fissures to 30 per cent on the 
spot and can be considered as a highly cohesive S3il. 

- rainwater does not infiltrate into the stabilized mud. 
a part evaporates and another part flows off 
without dissolving (a surrounding ditch 
is to be built arol.!lld the disposal area to channel 
rain,..ater). 

after filling up a certain disposal area operators can 
walk on the mud surf ace after 2 to 3 weeks and machines 
necessary for recultivatio1 after 4 to 5 months (this 
means that the recultivation of the area can be started 
in a short time), 

4 to 5 times more red mud may be stored in the same area 
than in the case of storing slurries with supernatant liquor. 

anen using deep thickeners ~23; red mud can be thickened with the aid of 
synthetic polymers to a 700-800 g/l solids content. These values come close to 
the concentration of filtered red mud. :\!can's Vaudreuil plant has retrofitted 
conventional multideck thickeners converting them into deep thickeners [24]. 
Three of the four rakes of a high. single-deck thickener were eliminated. Red mud 
is concentrated to 44 per cent solids content with the aid of synthetic 
flocculants. corresponding to about 630 g/l solids concentration. This thickened 
slurry can be directly fed to the storage area and will behave like a filtered 
red mud with all its advantageous characteristics. 

The greatest achievement in this respect was realized by Alcoa of 
Australia. at their Pinjarra plant . .:\ 90 m diameter single compartment 
deep-thickener was erected in the storage area. One of 75 m diameter is working 
in the nearby Kwinana plant. Sand is removed by cyclones and wash towers, then 
synthetic flocculants are added to the feed. The overflow is pumped back to the 
plant. the rest is dil:ectly fe1 in the form of a high solids slurry to the base 
drained storage area in shallow layers in order to promote evaporation of water 
and compaction of mud of up to 65 per cent solids (lJ. 

The advantages are, storage volume is minimized, formation of mud lakes is 
avoided, it can work for years without serious maintenance. whereas filters have 
to undergo periodical maintenance. There are n".> fast moving mechanical parts, no 
vacuum pW11ps, no vessels, and the risk of accLdents is minimized. 

Investment cost is about US$ l.S million for a 75 m diameter thickener 
(~agerup plant), much less tnan for filters treating the same quantity of mud 
($US 10 million to $US 15 million). 

As compared to wet disposal in the opinion of Alcoa of Australia. "overall 
projected costs for dry disposal remain marginally less than projected costs for 
continued wet disposal, anq environmental impact is very substantially reduced" 
[ l J. Detailed development, steps of the above residue disposal system are 
illustrated in figure IV. , 
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Concerning the recultivation of storage areas 'the final objective is the 
reinteg-ation ar.j tlending of the disposal site into the surrounding landscape' 
: l''.: 

Dewat~ri~g cf the red mud area is important as only red mud dried to at 
least 65 to 70 per cent solids content can suppurt equipment necessary to do the 
preliminary work [15. 2s:. During the 1980s a lot of experimental work was done 
to select species of plants that grow on red mud. A wide variety of plants 
(legumes and grass) are known to be alkaline and salt resistant and can grow 
without the addition ~~ soil or fertilizers. A soil cover of 3 to 10 cm impLoves 
germination and surviv~l of tropical pastures and some plant species and the use 
of fertilizers is also advantageous. 

First successes were achieved by growing some grass species. Combinations 
of grass. legumes and acacia trees are more viable than single species on their 
own. Further they ameliorate the soil to develop into a natural bushland . 

. .U.coa of Australia established very successful experiments in cultivation 
of different vegetables and a variety of cereal crops. 

2.2.1.2. ~odifications of the alumina man'.lfacturing process to 
discharge a residue less harmful to the environment 

The sodium aluminium hydrosilicate content of the red mud can be partially 
transformed to calcium aluminium hydrosilicate by the addition of lime during 
various operations of the Bayer process or as an extra operation connected with 
it. A part of the chemically bound ~aJO content of the red mud can be recycled 
and an environmentally less harmful residue is formed with a lower alkali 
content. 

~ith the addition of lime to the digestion of boehmitk and diasporic 
bauxites the NaJO content of the digestion residue can be reduced by 10 to 30 per 
cent [26j. An atmospheric mud causticizing (around 90 to lOO'C) enables the ~aJO 
content of the mud to Je recovered with a yield of about 50 per cent :26. 27;. 
Carried out under pressure (around 140"C) it can increase the yield to about 63 
per cent (27, 28]. Complex caust1c1z1ng (see figure VII) combines the 
causticizing of red mud and soda ash [28 to 30'.. The hydrothermal treatment of 
red mud [31] can be carried out at 260 to 300°C. By this process more than 80 per 
cent of the NaiO content and 40 to 80 per cent of the Al JO> content of red mud can 
be recovered. 

Bio-hydrometallurgical processing of red mud should also be mentioned. This 
does not use lime but a microorganism called thiobacillus ferro-oxidans. As a 
result practically the total NaJO content, 65 to 70 per cent of the AlJ0 1 content 
and 25 to SO per cent of the rare earths can be extracted in the form of sulphate 
compounds. whereas the Fe101 , TiOJ and V10, contents increase by a factor of 1.5 
to 2.5 in the extraction residue [32]. 

Up to the present date only the atmospheric causticizing and the complex 
causticizing processes are in commercial use. 
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2.2.1.3. Ctilization of red mud in agriculture 

Red mud is an alkaline whose pH value changes after a few years. It can be 
used for improving the fertility of acidic soils. It should not be applied to 
clay soils since it could lead to chemical imbalance. and in areas. where sal !.nes 
can be found within a distance of 10 km. 

Red mud liberates the fixed nutritional elements from the humus. The 
advantageous effect of microelement content on plants has been demonstrated in 
Hungarian experiments. Green peppers were grown on a fostering soil composed of 
peat. red mud and dolomitic limestone. An average crop of 10 kgjm2 was attained. 
compared to the 6 to 6.5 ~gjm2 for conventional soils. ~o toxic heavy elements 
could be detected in the produce. Some plants accwnulate various metals found in 
the red mud. therefcre the crops to be groto'TI on soils treated with it ha\·e to be 
carefully selected [33;. 

2. 2. 1.4. l!ti.l ization of red 11ud in industry as an additive 

A few examples for the use of red mud are given below: 

in road constructiou. for increasing soil strength [ 34 i. 
or a$ basic material [35]. 

for crude and fine ceramics [36 to 38!. 
for manufacturing light construction and heat insulating 

materials [39. 40;. 
for cement production [39 to 42:. 
as filler in the rubber industry ~39~. 
as pigment and for manufacturing paints (39, 43], 
for manufacturing gas purifying (Lux) mass [41. 44. 45!. 
as an adsorbent and for manufacturing adsorbents [39], 
for the manufacture of catalysts [39'.. 
for manufacturing water purifying and settling agents '.36. 46]. 
as an additive to blast furnaces in the steel 

industry. 

Crude and fine ceramics for cement production as well as additives to 
blast furnaces could consume the most red mud. 

Floor and wall tiles and bricks can be manufactured from red mud after 
mixing it with various materials to produce proper plasticity. The strength of 
bricks manufactured in this way exceeds that of those manufactured from 
conventional materials (36 to 38. 41]. These processes could use the complete 
production of red mud of a whole alumina plant (especially of smaller ones). 

2.2.1.S. Complex waste-free processes for red mud 

A number of processe~ have been described for treating red mud and 
thereby extracting various metals in the form of salts [39, 47 to 53]. 

Halogen metallurgy was used for extracting rare metals from previously 
a~-alkalinized red mud [54]. 

,A number of processe~ intending to utilize not only the iron content but 
also other useful components,(~aJO, :\lJO,, Ti01 , V10,, rare metals) of red mud have 
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been developed. Some of them may do this ~ithour producing waste. In rhe course 
of the processes. iron lumps. liquid iron. steel alloys. slag suitable for 
manufacturing alumina or cement. fertilizer.and rare metals can be obtained :9. 
43. 55 to 67; . 

.:\ process developed in India. ~ 43: produces iron oxide and aluminium 
oxide. 

According to a Soviet process :ss: (see figure VIII) red mud is subjected 
to reducing m~lting to obtain iron and self-disintegrating calcium aluminate 
slag. Steel can be manufactured fro~ the former. alumina from the latter. The 
residue of alumina extraction can be used as a raw material for cement 
manufacturing. 

In a Hungarian process [58I the slag is subjected to a lime-soda 
sintering process and extraction yielding alumina and a residue to be used for 
cement production. 

The process shown in figure IX was developed in the US.:\ ~ 60 '.. it produces 
first a sinter from red mud in the presence of lime and reductant. Subsequently 
this sinter is melted, the iron is processed to steel by an oxygen process. The 
slag can be used for road construction or slag wool can be manufactured from it . 

.:\ Yugoslav process :64; produces iron by reducing melting of red mud. 
Subsequently alumina. fertilizer and a fraction containing rare metals can be 
obtained by treating the slag with sulphuric acid. 

The fullscale realization of any of the above processes would increase 
the capital costs of an alumina plant by a factor of 4 to 6. The extraction yield 
on alumina (and the alumina plant's capacity) could be increased by some 10 to 
15 per cent and its caustic soda consumption could be reduced by 30 to 70 per 
cent. However. the value of the by-products (steel. cement. etc) would only be 
in the same order of magnitude as that of the alumina itself. The energy 
consumption of the complex processes would be by a factor of 3 to 5 higher than 
that of the Bayer process. 

2.2.2. ~aste liquors and other effluents 

~aste liquors arise from two main sources: 

overflc .' of tanks containing alkaline liquors or leaking 
of some packings. due to lack of technological 
discipline. faulty maintenance or to operating troubles. 

- alkaline or acidic liquors poured on the floor during 
maintenance of the apparatus and washed up with water. 

Elimination of the first type is possible by maintaining technological 
discipline. Any alkaline waste liquor or efflu1•nt has to be analyzed for soda 
content and returned to the process. Soda concentl'.'atio11 can i.ncrease and must be 
regularly monitored. 

The floors of alumina factory units have to be constructed of concrete 
(without fissures). have about a 3 ~er c.?nt slope to collect was~e liquors in 
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sumps. Separations between concrete floor pieces ha·.·e to be filled by bitumen or 
plastics. The more collecting sumps are installed. the better. as it makes 
possible a regular -ashing of the floor. 

:\s regards acidic 1 iquors (mostl~.- wastes afr:er acidic cleaning of 
digesters. e\·aporators and oth.:r equipment). these ha'l.·e to be neutralized after 
the cleaning process is finished. and the salt containing solution has to be 
pumped to the red mud pond. 

2.. 2 . .,. Duse 

Bauxite dust concentrations should not exceed .2 mg/m1
. Dust protection 

can be pro\·ided by wetting. co\·ering belt com:eyors and exhau!'ting the dust b·: 
collectors. Exhausted dust is concentrated in cyclones or multicyclones and theu 
fed to the wet bauxite grinding operation. 

Alumina dust is formed in calcining kilns from where it can be separated 
bv the aid of cyclones and electrostatic precipitators. as vell as dust 
collectors. Alumina dust concentrations should not exceed .2 mg/m1

• 

Fluid-flash calcining kilns with high calcination rates lllGV' cause a 
breakage of the all..Wlina particles and though the granulometry as a whole 
corresponds to general prescriptions (less than 10 per cent -44 µm). submicronic 
particles with sharp edges can cause lung inflammation. 

In the case of calcining limestone. or simply adding lime to given points 
of the process the same precautions have to be taken. as in the case of 
fine-grained alumina. keeping in mind that the health hazard connected with burnt 
1 ime dust is much higher. Therefore. its concentration should not exceed l mg/m1 

in the air. Lime used for control filtration of pregnant liquor can be 
substituted bv lime hydrate (Ca(OH) 2 ). the handling of which is mcch less 
dangerous. 

3. BARRIERS 

3 .1. BARRIERS TO :iORE EFFICIE~T RESOl"RCE CTILIZ..\TIO~ 

3.l.l. 3auxice 

Though most alumina plants extract oractically all available Al ~0 1 -content 
of the processed bauxite (technical barrier). some of the older ones. expecially 
in developing countries leave up to 10 to 15 per cent of it undigested. A more 
complete digestion would require better facilities (suitable for the application 
of a higher digest ion temperature) and a more sophisticated process control 
system. Both of them involve high capital costs (US$ 10 to 100 million depending 
on the capacity of the plant) and are an economic barrier. The replacement of 
worn-out equipment after .20 to 30 years of operation gives a good opportunity for 
this kind of modernization. The digPstion systems of the Hungari..:.n alumina plants 
were replaced by mo1·e mor "'."nones resulting in the improvement of the extraction 
yield by 2 to 3 per cent . .:ompared to the theoretical value). Similar changes are 
overdue in the oldPr a. ~ina pldnts of China. India and some other developing 
countr~es. 

Significant improvement could, also be attained by better operating 
techniques i nvo! vi ng more f n•quent chemica I anal vs es. The workforce must be 
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encouraged to apply improved work methods especially for laboratory personnel. 
~"here the laboratory is not directly subject to plant management. some 
degradat~on of control methods may be seen. 

3.1.2. Causcic soda. burnc lice 

As already mentioned in section 2.1.2 .. l or 2 per cent of che caustic 
soda consUl"ption could be saved by more careful operation and maintenance. For 
example. in the case where an operator is reluctant to wasn the floor if nobody 
is available from the clean-up workforce. etc. clearly defined work assignments 
could be established. Economic barriers (capital and/or energy costs) can limit 
the more efficient washing of red mud. Quite often social barriers pre\·ent 
alumina plant improvements. Modern lime burning facilities. even where economic 
considerations support the investr.aent. cannot be set up because a number of 
independent small lime-burning plants would go bankrupt and their employees lose 
their jobs. 

The use of burnt lime for reducing caustic soda losses (mud causticizing. 
complex causticizing, etc.) requires special operating and analytical attention. 
The processes are usually profitable only within a narrow range. Insufficient 
amounts of lime do not have the expected effect, too much may cause extra alumina 
losses. Reluctance to pay the required attention to these processes (especially 
during the afternoon and night shifts) can nullify all positive results of the 
causticizing. ~orkforce training and incentives are essential. 

3.1.3. Wacer 

Some alumina plants tend to waste water. The barriers to the efficient 
use of this natural resource are economic (it is frequently cheaper to use 
freshwater for various purposes than to recycle it in closed circuits) and often 
institutional management, worker attitudes and faulty practices play a role. 

3.1.4. Energy 

The largest saving potential is in the field of energy consumption. Most 
saving measures require large capital investment (heat exhangers, etc. costing 
millions of US dollars for medium-size alumina plants). This is an economic 
barrier to the realization of optimum energy usage. Efficient processes developed 
by some major aluminium producers are offered at high cost (technical barrier -
typical know-how fees amount to US dollars 1 or 2 millio~). Further, negli&ent 
operation and maintenance can cause the highest losses. 

Some potential solutions (such as nuclear energy for heating) require 
extensive and costly research and development efforts. Even the major producers 
cannot afford it (technical and economic barriers) and have to wait until the 
problems that make the new technologies affordable are worked out. 

3.2. BARRIERS TO REDUCING RESIDUAL DISCHARGES OR THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL I!iPACT 

3.2.1. Bauxite residue (red mud) 

There are environmentally sustainaple solutions for ;.:ed mud disposal and 
storage - dry stacking of filtered or 'd~ep-thickened' red mud - see section 

II I I 1111 1111 I 
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2.2.l.l. The establishment of a mud filtration unit. however. requires a 
significant amount of capital (deep thickeners are less expensive) and it is 
usually difficult to justify because the savings of caustic soda are relatively 
small. In the case of a new plant a filtration unit can replace three 
conventional mud washing stages. and so compensate for 70 to 80 per ce:it of the 
extra costs. In existing plants the required number of washing stages is 
available. so this compensating effect can only be exploited if the capacity of 
the plant is significantly expanded. 

E\·en less expensive solutions. like replacing red mud transportation by 
trucks to the storage area with the installation of a pipeline can have social 
disad\·antages (a number of truck drivers might lose their jobs). 

Though the chemical treatment (causticizing. etc.) of red mud reduces its 
alkalinity and so its negative environmental impact. the amount of mud increases 
in this process has an opposite effect. 

The utilization of red mud in agriculture (see section 2.2.1.3.) seems 
very promising, but the costs of mud transportation limit the area where it can 
be economically exploittd. 

The economic utilization of red mud as additive in various industries 
(see section 2.2.1.4.) is limited by its relatively high water content compared 
to the natural raw materials (e.g. making bricks from red mud requires more 
energy than from natural clay because of its higher water content). 

A few percents of red mud can be economically added to the feed of blast 
furnaces. however. its Na20 content leads to a premature wear-out of their 
lini:igs. 

The complex waste-free processes of red mud processing (see section 
2.2.1.5.) have the disadvantage that they are very expensive and usually require 
much more energy than if all products were made of their natural raw materials 
(e.g. steel from iron ore. caustic soda from sodium chloride and alumina from 
bauxite). The extra energy required would mean added pollution (acid rain. etc.) 
and increase the threat of global warming. with this in mind the dumping of a 
relatively harmless by-product (digestion residue). especially if done in an 
environmentally sustainable manner. seem~ to be more acceptable. 

J.2.2. Waste liquors and ocher effluents, dust. stack gases 

In order to eliminate the contamination caused by waste liquors and other 
effluents a very strict operating and maintenance regime has to be maintained. 
This runs usually into institutional barriers. Another possible solution, the 
establishment of completely closed systems, is quite expensive. 

Dust can be most efficiently controlled by collectors and similar 
devices, however, these are quite expensive. Proper housekeeping can help to 
improve the situation but it requires effort. 

Contamination caused by stack gases can be reduced by using cleaner fuels 
(naturesl gas instead of coal arid fuel oil). In some places this is technically 
impossible. in others very expensive. and the COa problem would not be 
eliminated. The proper cleaning of the stack gases is also an economic problem, 
and some solutions' have .>till to be found (e.g. there is no solution for 
eliminating the S02 'content of the flue gas of the calciners. if oil, fired). 
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4. INDUS'lttY 

.:\bout a quarter of a century has passed since de"·eloped countries began 
to pay serious attention to the problems of envirorunental protection and the 
suspected harm modern industry does to the en..-i ronment. De'l.·eloping countries lag 
at least a decade behind them in this respect. This means tha~ in the first 
alumina plants set up in these countries (Jamaica. Indi.i.. Guyana. Surinam. 
Brazil. China. Eastern Europe) the problems of em·ironmental protection _.ere 
neglected. Though most of these plants have since made serious efforts to improve 
this ~£tuation. it is very costly and difficult. The large alumina plants set up 
recently with technical help and in some cases with the acti'>·e participation of 
one or another major alWllinium producer (Jamalco in Jamaica. Interalumina in 
Venezuela . .:\lumar in Brazil. '.'Oalco in India) are much better in r.:spect of 
environmental consciousness. Several open-cut bauxite mines were properly 
rehabilitated shortly after their exploitation. The same applies to some red mud 
storage areas. However. most of them are still left unsightly in some cases and 
as serious sources of pollution in others. Power plants belonging to alumina 
plants are usually less modern and lag behind the best in the electricity 
generating industry especially as far as atmospheric contamination is concerned. 
Some of them are slowly catching up. 

5. GOVERNMENT 

Developing countries rarely adopt strict limits for industrial pollution 
through lack of information and partly to attract industrial projects. which 
would be more expensive in developed countries through meeting environmental 
recommendations . .:\ number of developing countries has already 5tarted to consider 
measures for reduction of pollution caused by various industries and among them 
alumina plants will also have to comply. 

It is very important that the goven.ments or governmental agencies take 
into consideration the difficulties connect<!d with introducing very strict 
environmental rules to old and less efficient plants. The full impact of suddenly 
introducing very strict rules for every aspect of their operation (bauxite 
m!.ning, red mud disposal. stack gases. effluents. etc.) could quickly bring these 
plants to a halt, especially during periods. when the price of alumina is low. 
This seems to be the case at present and for the next 5 to 6 years. Such action 
could lead to the sudden loss of hundreds or even thousands of jobs. Governments 
and their agencies should analyse what extra costs these plants could bear. and 
what priorities should be set ur for pollution abatement. For example, if a 
nearby river were strongly polluted, the emphasis should be put on the effluents 
and red mud disposal; if atmospheric pollution were the greatest problem. stack 
gases should be treated first of all. Of course. the other aspects should not be 
neglected either. Breathing space should be left for the plants. In the case of 
setting up new plants (which will not occur too often during this decade) or 
significant expansion of old ones the strategy should be to recommend 
environmental rules prevailing in the developed countries. A compromise for 
expanded old plants could be an agreement that any pollutant emissions should not 
increase. 
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6. INnlUIATIONAL CO-OPERA.'.'ION 

\·arious agencies of the [nited ~at ions. first of all l~IDO and t~EP. have 
made serious efforts to~ards pollution abat~ment and environmental protection. 
A few examples of these efforts are: 

Organization 

UNEP 

UNEP/UNIDO 

UNIDO 
sponsored 

UNIDO 

Tit:le 

Guidelines for the 
Em:irorunental :ianagement of 

Alumina Pr~duction 

:.;orkshop on the 
Environmental Aspects of 

.:Uumina Production 

Study on the Disposal and 
Utilization of Bau.xite 

Residues 

Expert -orkshop on 
Hazardous ~aste ~anagement 

Industrial Safetv and 
Energv Planning 

UNIDO (E.T. Projects and Achievements 
Balazs in Preparing Industrial 
cont:cibut:ion) Scale (tilization of Red 

~ud Bauxite Residues 

._~;~-;;-~co j~-r-;echno- Economic s tudv for 
Industrial Utilization of 

1 Red ~ud :.;aste from Bauxite 

-·---·---···---·-·-LY.E.~5~.~-~~§ in Korba_ (India) 

UNIDO 
sponsored 

'..iorld Review on 
Environmental Aspects and 

Protection in the 
Bauxite/Alumina/Aluminium 
Industrv (Trainin_g Kit) 

-;;FNpo·I.D0~0::'s, i,',,,- Feasibility Study f:r the Utilization of Brown ~ud of 
Shandong .:Uuminium :.;orks as 

Place 
(where 

applicable) 

Paris 

Vienna 

Dat:e 

1984 

July 1981 

1980 

June 1987 

'"-----·---·---·--·----
1986 

1985 

--~-~~-~ i) ·-----··L··-·-- Buil~_!.ng_'.fa te rials --=----------'--------
UNIDO Techno-Economic Study for 1986 
sponsored Industrial Utilization of 
(F. Puskas) Red Mud ~aste from Bauxite 

1 Processing in India 1 1 
•••ooOo••-••HHHOO ............ - .... ·-•-•ooo-loooooO•OOUOOooo __ .. .__oo--•••-•-•,_.oooooOO-OHH'OH•--OOO .. Hoooo_ ........... ,, .. ,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.._.._,,..,,,_, ··---·-•oooooO _____ , 
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Organization Title Place Date 
(where 

applicable) 

UNIDO Pilot Scale Testing of 1Q81 
sponsored Representa ti ,,.-e Samples of 
(F_ Puskas. Bauxite Residue (REd ~iud) 
A_ Ceszci) for Profitable l;tilization 

in the Building :iaterials 
Industrv 

UNIDO .:\ Approach Economic 
r-· 

1q86 new to 
sponsored [tilization of Bamd te 

Residues -
Some International Organizations of the bauxite/alumina/aluminium 

industries like IBA (International Bauxite Association) and IPAI (International 
Primary Aluminium Institute) also play a very significant role in the exchange 
of information among the producers. including the field of pollution abatement 
and environmental protection. IBA's Quarterly Sews quite Qften carries ar~icles 
dealing with environmental problems. 

There is also significant dissemination of information. transfer of 
know-how and technology fro~ the major aluminium companies to their subsidiaries 
in developing countries. As information on environmental protection is not a 
secret. good solutions are sho•-n to ever:· visitor and leaflets are printed and 
distributed. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The most important ways of reducing the negative em·ironmental impact of 
the alumina industry are the follo .. ing: 

(a) Reduction of the amount of natural resourc~s (primari.l:: ~nerg;.") consumed 
per unit amount of alumina manufactured. 

(b) Reduction of the residual discharges (effluents. dust. stack gases) per 
unit amount of alumina manufactured. 

(c) Environmentally sustainable discharge and storage of digestion residue 
(dry stacking of red mud). recul tivation of the filled-up storage areas. 

The above can be realized by 

(a) better operational and maintenance practices (e.g. preventing leakages. 
proper heat insulation. maintaining the prescribed parameters of the 
process, etc.). 

(b) economically reasonable measures for efficient resource 
utilization. pollutior. control and waste disposal (e.g. increasing the 
number and size of heat exchangers. washing stages. etc.). and 

(c) measures necessary to meet em:ironmental req•tirements conforming 
with the generic ESID norms (e.g. installing dust collectors. 
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scrubbers. dust filters. red mud filters or deep thickeners. 
recul th·ating mined-out areas and filled-up mud disposal areas. etc.) 
e"·en if costly_ 

The ways and measures are arranged in logical order in table 4 . .:\s can be 
seen. priorities are slightly different in the case of existing plants. those 
plants being expanded and new alumina plants. In some cases on!:· marginal 
differences mav decide whether a certain measure can be classified to be 
economically reasonable or just necessary in order to meet environmental 
requirements. 

In general. it can be said that "hereas modifications to existing old 
plants are relatively costly (they may reach even JO to .50 per cent of the 
original investment costs). c:hose incorporated in the engineering designs of a 
new plane: (or of a significant: expansion of an exisc:ing one) do not increase the 
capital costs by more than 5 to 10 per cent_ .:\t the same time the lac:ter usuallv 
enable such savings to be made (both in related investment and operating costs) 
that c:hey can make c:he application of environmentally 
sustainable solutions profitable. 
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TABLE 1. ~"CATION OF fil'r<'JNA PL\N'!'S 'llJRI..VW!DE !~ 1989 CBY REGION> AND TrtEIR CAPACITIES 
(ktp.1) 

Developed Countries 

Western Europe 
Gardanne l france) - 700 
Stade ( Gerrrany) - ffiJ 
Bergheim (Germanyl - 350* 
Ludwigsr.afen (Ge!'TI".a.ny} - 130* 
Schwandorf (Germany) - 200* 
St. Nikolas (Greece) - 6CXJ 
Shannon (Ireland l - SOO 
Porto Scuso <Italy) - 700 
Porto Marghera <Italy) - 350* 
San Ciprian (Spain> - 800 
fu.mtisla.rid C UK l - 100* 

Sub-total WEu - 5330 

North America 
ArViaa ccanada> - 1,200 
&uxite <USA) - JOO* 
Point Comfo~ (USA) - 2,150 
&ton Rouge <USA) - 9CO* 
Gramercy (USA) - 7CJJ 
Corpus Christi CUSA} - 1,400 
fumside (USA) - 500 

Sub-total NAm - 7.150 

Austrialia 
Gladstone (Q) - 2,SCO 
Gove c:·rr> - l ,4CO 
Kwina.p.a (WA l - 1, 6CC 
Pinjarra CWAl - 2.~c~ 
Wagerup (WAl - 65G 
Worsley (WAl - 1,100 

Sub-total Au - 10,350 

~ 
YQIC()ham:i - 6/:fJ* 
Shimizu - 500* 
Kikurooto - 750* 

Sub-total J - 1,850 

Soviet Union 
Achinsk - 8CO 
Bogoslovsk - 400 
Boksitogorsk - 160 
Kamensk Uralsk-1 - 4CO 
Nikolaev - l,OCO 
Pavlodar - 500 
Pikalevo - 500 
Kirovabad - 250 
Volkhov - 80 
l.aporozhiP. - 25C 

Sub-total SU - 4.340 

Developing Countries 

F.astern Eurooe 
l..aUta { Ger.r.:illy) - 60* H 

Ziar nad Hronom ( Czechoslovai<ia) - 2CO 
Ajka (Hungarf) - 470 
A.lma.sfuzito (Hungary) - 330 
~somagyarovar ( Hungar"f) - 80* 
Oradea (Rcmanial - 240 
Tulcea (Romania l - 400 
Zvomik (Yugoslavia) - 600 
r.bstar (Yugoslavia) - 280 
Titograd (Yugoslavia) - 2CC 
Kid.ricevo (Yugoslavia) - Sc+ 

Sub-total EEu - 2940 

South America, Caribbean 
OiiI"O Preto (Brazil) - 1,0 
Pocos de Caldas (Brazill - 250 
Sorocaba (Brazil) - 250 
Sao Luis (Brazill - 500 
Ewarton (Jamaica) - 550 
Kirkwine (Jarraica) - 800 
Clarendon (Jarraica i - 800 
Alpart (Jamaica) - 1,2QC*-+ 
Paranam ( Suriri.am ) - 1, 400 
Interalumina ( t; ene::uela l - l, ;cc 

Sub-total SAm & Carr-. - 6.950 

Africa 
Friguia ( Gui=-iea l - 6CO 

Sub-total Af - 6CO 

China 
F'U'Shun - 400 
Zheng !hou - 400 
Shan Dong - 200 

Sutr-total Ch - l,CXJO 

South Asia 
Korba ( :nctia) - 200 
Renukoot (India) - 300 
Belgaum (Indial - 160 
M.lri (India) - 70 
Mettur (India) - 60 
Daman,jodi (India) - 800 
Seydisehir (1\irkeyl - 200 

Sub-total SAs - 1.790 

Total, Developed Countries 2'),020 Total. Developing Countr-ies - 13.2SO 

* PrOOuces only or 'mostly non-metallurgical alumina and/or che:nical products. usually 
with 'a capacity significantly lower than the nominal ( ·? • 

.. Restarted' as a result of the increased demand of 1988, .J9 afte'r a stoppage of 
several years. 

-·closed in "1990. , 



TABLE 2. CllEMICAL COMPOSITION OF DIGESTION RESIDUES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF BAUXITE 

Bokt! Wei pa Trombetas South Darling Rar.~e Iszka Parnasl:le 

Dioestion rGuinea I (Australia) (Brazil) Manch. (Australia) (Hungary) (Greece) 

temperature: 24o°C 24o°C 143°C (Jamaica) 143°C 240°C 26o°C 

246°C ..... ..... 
Components \ 

Al~03 14.0 17.2 1 3 • 0 10.7 14.9 14.4 13. 0 

S iOa 7.0 15.0 12.9 3.0 42.6 12.5 l 2 . () 

Fea03 32.l 36.0 5 2. 1 61. 9 28.0 38.0 41. 0 

TiOa 27.4 12.0 4.2 0. l 2.o 5.5 6.2 

L.O.I. 10.0 7.3 6.4 ~.4 6.5 9.6 7. 1 

Na~o 4.0 9.0 9.0 2.3 l. 2 7.5 7.5 

cao 3.2 - l • 4 2.0 2.4 7.6 lo.9 

Others 2.3 3.5 l. 0 2.8 2.4 4.9 2.3 
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TABLE 3. MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION OF DIGESTION RESIDUES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF BAUXITE 

Components \ 

Gibbsite 
Hematite 
Goethite 
Cancrinite 
SAHS 
Soda lite 
Illite 
Boehmite 
Di1111pore 
ca-Al-Si 
CaTiO:ii 
Calcite 
Quartz 
Anataae 
Rutile 
Na-titanates 
Ma9netite 
Chamoaite 
Ilmenite 
Others 

Bok!! 

20.0 
16.0 

21.0 

s.o 
l. 2 

2.0 
4.6 

7.0 
19.0 

2.0 

2.2 

Wei pa 

33.0 
3.5 

18.0 

2 7. (j 

2.0 
2.0 

o.s 
6.0 
2.0 
6.0 

Trombetaa 

38.0 
19.0 

27.0 

0.6 
l. 2 

1. 5 
1. 4 
2.2 
2.s 
o.e 

5.8 

South Darling 
Manch. Range 

33.0 
3.5 

18.0 

27.0 

2.0 
2.0 

o.s 
6.0 
2.0 
6.0 

5.6 
14.5 
14.6 

5,4 

4.7 
3.5 
2.5 
1. 7 
-

2.3 
37.l 

1. 0 

0.6 
1. 3 

LO 
3.4 

Iazka 

33.0 
6.0 

22.0 

10.0 

0.8 
0.7 

12.5 
7.0 
3.0 

s.o 

Parnaaae 
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-

- - ways/Measures Reduction of natural Reduction of residual Environmentally sustainable 
resources conslllled discharges discharge and stora~e of red mud, 

recultivation of si es 

Better operational and Preventing leakages of caustic Preventin~ leakages of Pfeventing leakages or red mud 
.aiutenance practices. 1!3uors, steam and condensate. caustic l quor. ~ pelines . 

R ucing dusti~ of bauxite, Reducing dusting of bauxite, areful truckin~ of filtered 
almina and 11 al111ina and li1118. red mud ~in pla ts uslng this 
Improving the quality of lime method o disposal). 
b\.1(1\t in own facilities. 

Econaaic.tlly reasonabla Higher di~estion temperature Installing 1DOre efficient Introducing deep thickeners and{or 
measures for tf f icent for bette · llf>a extraction and less polluting boile~s red mud filtration to obta n a 
""esource utilization [ield and hea conomy {expanded and new ~lants . red mud that can be stored in an 
pollution control an~ expanded and new lants). ntroducing deey t ickeners rnvironmentalty sustainable form 
waste disposal. nttoducing deey t~ickeners dnd/or red mud iltration dry stacking (expanded and new 

and/or red mud iltration for better mud washin~ plants). 
for better mud washing bexpanded and new pla ts). ...,, 
bexpanded and new plants). se of geothermal ener~y VI 

se of statlonar~ for covering the ~con ary 
calciners \expan ed and heat rg<fuirecuents if 
new plants for better fuel availab e). 
economr· Setting u~ new plants near 
Recons ruction of old geothenna heat sources. 
calciners for better 
fuel economy lold plants). 
Settiny up own lime burning 
faclli ies. 
Increaslny the liguor 
productlv ty for lietter heal 
economr. 
Instal ini more efficient 
bollerf ( xpanded and new 
plants . 

unprofitable measures Introducing deey thickeners Increasin~ the height of the Introducing deey thickness 
necessary to meet and/or red mud iltration f actori c imnels f r better and/or red mud iltration to 
enviro111ental requirements for better mud washing (old distri ution o stack gases. obtain a r~ mud that can be 
( ESID norm) . al111ina plants). Replacing the boilers with stored in an envifonmentallf 

Installing more ef f icent newer ty~s with lower sustainable form dry stack ng) 
boilers for heat emisslon tiyures [old ~old ~lants). economy. flants). In roduc ng de~ ecul ivation of filled-up mud 
Complex frocessin1 (or hickeners and/or red m lakes and disposal areas. 
other ut llzatlon of f lltratlon for bettir mud 
red mud l•ight also be washing (old plants • 
profitab e under Use of nuclear eneriy for 
certain clrc1BStances. covering the second ry heat 

r~uirements (future 
so ution). 

- - - - -
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The Alumina Industn:: 0\"En:iei.: 

Ra1o: mat£-ri:>l for the 1Lorld1Lide-used Hall Heroul t aluminium smd t inr, process 
is alumina. 1o:hich is a 1o.·hite crvstallinl'. dustlike matt·rial consisting mainh· of 
;;}11minium oxidt. During the last l/ n·ars. the annual amount product'd ha\·e 
\·ariEd bctlo."eEn JO and 37 million tcnnes. On:r this same period th£ industn· has 
shifted fror.i '.\orth .o\merica and Europe to :\ust ral ia and L-.t in ,\merica. .-\s of 
1989. 1o.·orld1LidE tht·re 1o.·£:re 69 aluminium plants. ...-ith 32 in dn·dopinf, 
countries. 

The shift in product ion capacit\· to countries ...-ith large bawdte n·sen·es 
...-i 11 cont inuE. Practicalh· no exp:msion can be Expected in '.\orth . .\m£-rica. E1n-opt 
or Japan and some of their present plants ma~· ht dosed or com·erted to produce' 
non-metal lu1-gical alumina. The n'gions best suitEd for .-xpansion anct n£-1o: plants 
L"sn· in South .:\mtrica (Brazil and \"to-neztwla). India and :\ustralia . ...-here largt· 
bauxitl' deposits are accompanied b~· abundant source's of enErgv. (lwdropo1o:Er in 
South .:\merica. coal in India. coal and natural J=,as in Australia). required for 
smelting alumina to primar"· aluminium. 

In tht• Ba~·tr process. bauxite is digested ...-ith hot. strong.alkali solution 
(gEneralh· sodium h\·droxide) to form a solution of sodi ~m aluminatE. and a mud 
n-sidue (commonlv r£-fcrred to as "red mud"). The: amount of red mud \·aries be:tlo."E:e:n 
0. 3 and } tonnes dn· residue per tonne of alumina depending on th€ qua) it\· 
(chemical and mim;ralogical composition) of tht- proct:sst:d bauxite. The annual 
amount of this 1o;aste produced ...-orld...-id£. vr.ries bEllo."eEn 30 and 40 mi 11 ion tom1£·s 
(calculatE:d as drv mat trial) and constitutes tht: main em·ironmental hazard of the 
alumina industn·. 

Cleaner Production Options 

3aux i rt' Processing 

The avai I able :\l ,01 contt·nt of processed b;rnxi tes is 98 to 99 per cent and 
of this 95 to 96 per cent is obtained as product. Thtre is Yerv little scope to 
furt.hf-r impron: these high "·id<ls. 

L<;t• of Caustic soda and burnt J ir.w 

:·fost of the: caustic soda 11s£:d bv .-.l11minri plants is bound to th£· silica 
content. of the bauxite and left in the dif,est.ion rt'sidue. This cannot h( sand 
b~· con\·c·nt ional methods. Impron:d maintenam;~ (better packinr,. immediat£: np.1ir 
of lEaking Pquipment. tn•qm'nt 1o;ashing of tlw floor. et.c.) can save 1 or} JWr 
cent of the caustic soda consumption. "idespn:ad 11sE: of rec<:ntl~· tlt-nlop<·d def:p 
thickf-ners could r£:sult in belt.fr ...-ashing of the red mud. 

Burnt limt· can b<: b<:tter utilizf:d. if it is of a h<'tt.er qualitv and if its 
actin· CaO content is le:c1cht:d mon· efficicntlv. Modc·rn plants usuallv produc<
thdr own burnt. limE· (this is also an adv:intagt· from the <·nvironmental point of 
view. bc:caus£· the lime: can be handled in a closed svstPm . 
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Alumina plants are flexible as far as water consumption is concerned. If 
necessar"· thev can operate 1"i th l to 3 m1 of water per tonne of alumina. Such 
lo,.. consumption figures can only be attained at the cost of a relati,:ely high 
capital investment (closed 1"ater circuits. etc.) and increased maintenance and 
,..orker a,..areness. 

Energ\· use 

The possibilities for reducing the harmful environmental emi~sions 

resulting from the energy use can be found in tlo."o main areas: 

(a) the alumina manufacturing process 
(b) the energy supply system sen·ing the abo\·e procEss 

The primary heat requirement of alumina plants is for calcining 
pr~cipitated hydrate to alumina. Com:entional rotary kilns used S GJ/t or mon: 
until about 1960. Recently a numbe:- of these have been reconstructed b~· adding 
cyclones at both ends for better utilization of the heat content of flue gases 
and calcined alumina. In this way heat demand could be reduced to about 4 GJ/t. 
At the same time various types of stationary calciners (fluid bed. fluid flash. 
gas suspension) have been developed with heat consumption of l.9 to 3.3 GJ/t. 
~bereas a number of unmodified and modified rotary kilns still operate. and it 
may be more economic to modify a conventional rotary kiln than to replace it by 
a stationary one (e\·en though the heat saving is less in this case). it is most 
probable that. the overwhelming part of the calciners operating in the year 2010 
will be of the stationarv type. This means that a 3 GJ/t primary heat requirement 
is expected in the long-term. 

Some SO per cent of the electric power required by the process is consumed 
bv centrifugal pumps and about 12 per cent by agitators of \'arious slurr~· tanks. 
:\ significant saving could be achieved by their careful maintenance and operation 
and by applying up-to-date control systems. It is expected that the average power 
demand of the alumina plants would drop to about 200 kW'h/t from the present. 2SO 
to JOO kW.h/t. 

3auxite residue (red mud). Disposal and Re-use 

Up to now about 1 billion (dry) tonnes of red mud has been impounded and 
this quantity increases by about three to four percent every year. The main 
constituents of red muds are mostly in the form of non-loxf.c oxides and 
silicates. Environmental problems are caused by the large volume of mud, by the 
alkali content of the liquid phasl. of the red mud slurry and by the NaOH content. 
Efforts for reducing the negative environmental effects have been concentrated 
in the following areas: 

1111 I II I I 11 I 
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(a) Red mud dischargt:- and storage: l>fl.l'lcpme11t in tht:- fit-ld of rt-d mud h;;ndlin~ 
and disposal i.:as rapid l>E>t.i.:een lq80 and lq'lo. Rtod mud. lt.a\·ing the limits of tht 
alumina plant. has t•o main forms: 

red mud slurr\· :1~ thf- final product of multist:i~e •ashing or of npumpinr. 
after filtration. Such slurr,· is dumped into rinTs. l'Stuarifs. lar.oons 
or into the SE.a or stored in sealed an·as most!,. surrounded b,· dams 
(general l~- cal led 'red mud ponds'). in \·al lt:-,·s closed })\· dams. 
red mud filtered on press. drum or disc filters or concentrated in deep 
thickeners is transport::ed to thE stora~t' art:-a in trucks or ptuDpt'd aftH· 
agitation (liquefying) b~· appropriate pumps. 

Storage of filtered and ptuDped red mud in ponds (dn· stacking) is thl 
technology of the 1980s. It is more ad\·antageous than tht stor<if.e of 
slurries. Storage of filtered or "dt:ep-thickfllt:d nd mud" is preferred bec;iUse 
of the reduced moi!"ture content. lack of raim.:ater infiltration. acceleratt:d 
a\"ailability for culth·ation and reduced area needt:d fo1· storage . .-\s comparEd to 
":et. disposal. the on:rall projected costs for drv disposal re1Min mar~inalh· less 
than projected costs for continued t.:et disposal and the H1\·ironmental impact is 
\"e rv substantial 1 v reduced. 

(b) :Olodifications to the alcimina manufacturing process to discharge a residue 
less harmful to the en\-irorunent: The sodium alUJDinium h,·drosilicate content of 
red mud can be parti::1llv transformed to calcium aluminium hnirosil icate bv thE 
addition of lime during \"arious operations of the Ba~·ec process or as an extra 
operation connected i.:ith it. :\part of the chemicallv bound '.\a 10 content of the 
red mud can be recvcled and an etwirorunental h· lt:-ss har·mful r£-sidui:: is formt'd 
with a loi.:er alkali content. 

(c) n.ilizati::m of red mud in agriculture: Red mud is alkaline i.:ith a pH \"alm· 
which changes after a fet.: \·ears. It can be used for impro\·inh thE frn i 1 in· of 
acidic soils. It should not be applied to clav soils since it could had to 
chemical imbalance. 

(d) t.:tilization of rEc-d mud in industrv as an additi\·t>: .-\ fei.: e:xamples tor the 
use of red mud are: 

in road construction. for incrt:asing soil strEngth. 
or as basi~ material. 

for crude and fine ceramics. 
for manufacturing light construction and heat insulatinr, 

1Mterials. 
for cement production. 
as filler in t.he rubber industn·. 
as pigment and for manufacturing paints. 
for manufacturing gas pur if vi ng (Lux) mass. 
ac; an adsorbent and for manufacturing adsorbents. 
for the manufacture of catalvsts. 
for manufacturing lt.'ater purifving and settling agt->nts. 
as an additive to blast furnaces in the steel 
industrv . 
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(t-) Complex \o"aste-fn-t p1·oc<:sst s for nd mud: _.\ number of proct•sst·s an 
;;\·;;il;;blt for txtractin!, \·;,rious 1ntt.als in tht. form of salts from rt.:d mud. 
11.:ilopn mn.all11rg\· has bt-tn usc-d tor ext1-;;ctinf, i-an- mnals from prfl·ioush· dt
;;lkalini;.'.<:d red 1nmt. _.\ numbtr of proct:ssts inte:nding, to utilizt: not on},· tht 
i1·011 content but also other ust:ful compont'nls {\a20 . .:\l.O,. TiO,. \':O,. 1-an 

m1flals) of red mud ha\·e bet'll dEn:loped. Som>- of them ma,· do this ,.-ithout 
produc..·inf. 'lt:astE. ln thE course of tht: procE:ss. iron lumps. liquid iron. stetl 
;:;} 1 o\-s. s l ;:;g suit ablt for manufacturing alumina or c£>rn€ltt . fr rt i l i Zt'r and r<Ht

mE ta ls c.:m be obtained.Th<: comple:' i.:aste frH· processes of red mud proct:ssing, 
h<an tht- disad\·antag£ that the\· areo Yen· expcns~\"€ and usualh· tequire much mor·t· 
tmrr,,· than if all products i..-t:rt made of th<:ir natural rai.: mat£>rials. Tht: c·xtra 
u1c-rg,· r£q11ired \-:ould mean added pollution {;;cid rain. Etc.) and incrEast tht 
thrf'<>l of ~dob;;l \-:armin!»· i:ith this in mind tht dumping of a rel.:;.ti\·elv harmlt:-ss 
lJ,·-product (digestion residuE). especiallY if don£, in an en,·ironmental h· 
s11st;;in:tblc m.:•nncr. sci:ms to hE mort acceptablt'. 

l·:asc t' l i c11or conr rol 

i:astE- liquors arisec from o\·e-rfloi.: of tanks and alkaline or 'lcidic 
liquors. Elimination of thE: fot-mEr is tt•chnicalh· possih1€ through iood 
optr;;ting practin·. Acidic liquors (mostlv ,.-astes after acidic clt:aning of 
di1;t::stErs. evaporators) ha\'€ to be: neutralizEd aft.Er thE cleaning procEss is 
finishcci. and the salt containing solution has to be pumpe:d to the red mud pond. 

Dusr control 

Bauxitf- dust conct:ntrations should not excc·ed 2 mt;/m
1

• Dust protc•ction 
l·:rn b(· pro\·idE·d bv i.:t·t ting. con:rinf. belt con\·evors and t•xhaust ing the dust tu 

col lu:t ors. 

Alumina dust is formed in calcininb kilns from i.:hecre it can bt: separated 
})\·the aid of n·clonr-s and elec:t.rost;;tic precipitators. as 1o:ell as dust 

i:olllctors. 

3rack t'L1issio11 control 

Contamination c •. .ised b_v stack g.-.scs can be reduced bv using cleaner fuels 
(natural gas inslta<l of coal an<l fud oil). In some places this is tC:clmici1ilv 
impossible. in others vcr~· expensive. and the C:O, problem i.;ould not be 
f-liminau-d. The propc:r cl~·aninf, of the stack f,asEs is also an Pconomic problt'm. 
:rnd som(· solutions havE· st.ill to be found (e.g. then, is no solution for 
diminatinf, the SQl contEJll of the flue gas of thE ca}Ci!11;rs. if oil firf-d). 

T1•cl111 i ca I Barri t•;·s 

Th( utilization of red mud bv other indust.ric,s is limited. Its rdati•:t: 
hihh \o.'<1te:r content comparc·d to the natur;d ra\.." matc·rials for bricks rc·quins thE 
11s1 o( morcc c·nergv. Its utilization in bl;.,st. furnaces leads to a prc'm,'ltun· i.;e;1r-
011I of rlwir lining bt~causc of t.lw '.'\a 20 content. 

• 

• 
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Alt~ -u~h most alumina plants extract practic<ilh· all tht: .:!\"ail.able ,\1 1 -0 1 

content of processed bauxite. some ohlet· ones. especialh· in de,·dopi1tf, 
countries. le;n·e up to 10-1.) percent undigested .. -\more complete di~estion 1.:ould 
rt:quire better facilities (suitable for application of a higlwr digestio11 
tt-mperature) and more sophisticated process control. Both im:ol ,.t high c••?ital 
costs (l"S $ 10 to 100 million depending on the capacit~· of tht:' plant. 

The fullscale n.alization of any of i:omplex ,.-aste-free processes for n:d 
mud 1o:ould increasE the capital costs of an alumina plan"." b,- a factor of 4 to 6. 
The extraction vidd on alumina (and the :llumina plant•s t.'apacity) could be 
increased b,- some 10 to l.J per cent and its caustic soda co11sum:>tion co11ld ht 
nducEd bv 30 to 70 per cent. Ho1'."€\"Er. the ,-alue of the b\"products (sted. 
CE'ment. etc) "1.'0uld onh· be in the same ot·der of magnitude as that of tht' al11mim1 
it sd f. The enerp· consump!.ion of the complex processes ...-ould bt o\· a factor o{ 
l to .) highEr than that of the Ba,·er process. 

:\s stated above. there is considerable potential for energ~-

consen·ation. :-lost of the sa,·ing measures. h01..-e,·er. t·equire large capital 
inn~stment. For exc>mple. heat e~l·hangers cost mill ions of L"S dollars for medium
size alumina plants. Energv efficient processors de\·eloped b\· some major 
.1luminium prodm·ers an· only a\·ailable for L"S 1 to 2 mill ion. 

Soci:il and attitudinal barrit:>rs 

Significant impro\·emEnts in vield can bt· attaim:d bv better opErat in~ 
techniques im·ol\·ing more frequent chemical an<>l,·st·s. The \..·orkforce must bt· 
lllcouraged to apply improved work methods espt·ciallv laboratorv personnel. 
·,:here the laboratorv is not di rect:h· undet· plant manaF;ement. there is oft en 
insufficient qualit\" control. 

Simi l;1rl v. the ust:· of burnt I ime for nducing caustic soda losses (mud 
causticizing. complex caust1c1z1ng. etc.) requires special opcrati11g o.nd 
an:ilvt ical attention. The processes are usuall~- profitable onl~- within a narro1': 
rangC:. Insufficient amounts of lime do not ha\·e thl' expected effect. too much m;i,· 
cause extra alumina losses. Reluctance to pav the required attention to those 
processts (especiallv during the aft.E:r110011 and night shifts) can nullifv all 
positivt: rt-suits of th~ cc:wsticizin!). 

Quite often social barriers pn·n·nt alumina plant improvements. :-tod<,rn 
liml' burning facilities. e\·tn when· t•conomic consideration~~ support th( 
inn·stmu11. cannot be set up because a number of independent small lime-hurninf, 
plants ,,;ould .v,o ba11krupt c>·1d their cmplovccs lose their jobs. 

Industry Initiath:es 

Tradt: associations of the bauxitt:/alumina/aluminium irnlust ries I ike IB:\ 
(International Bauxite Associatio11) and IPAI (International Primarv Aluminium 
Institute) can pl av a significant role in I.he exchange of informa,t ion among the 
producers. including the field of pollution abatement and, cnvi ronmental 
protection. IBA's Quarterly Nf!WS quite often carrit'!s articles dealing with 
envi ronment;i I pro bl ems. 
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There is also significant potential for dissemination of information. 
transfer of kno~-ho~ and technology from the major aluminum companies to their 
subsidiaries in de\·eloping countries. 

Go\·ernment intitiatb.-es 

Developing countries rarely adopt strict 1 imits for industrial pollution 
through lack of information and partly to attract industrial projects. which 
would be more expensive in developed countriE:s through meeting environmental 
recommendations. A number of developing countries has already started to consider 
measures for reduction of pollution caused by various industries and among them 
alumina plants t.."ill also have to comply. 

The full impact of suddenly introducing verv strict rules for e\•erv 
aspect of their operation (bauxite mining. red mud disposal. stack gases. 
effluents. etc.) could bring these plants to a halt. especially during periods. 
when the price of alumina is low. This seems to be the case at present and for 
the next 5 to 6 years. Such action could lead to the sudden loss of hundreds or 
even thousands of jobs. In the case of setting up new plants (which will not 
occur too often during this decade) or significant expansion of old ones the 
strategy should be to recommend environmental rules prevailing in the developed 
countries. A compromise for expanded old plants could be an agreement that anv 
pollutant emissions should not increase. 

Conclusions 

The most promising ways of reducing the negative environmental impact of 
the alumina industry are the following: 

(a) Reduction of the amount of natural resources (primarily tnergy) consumed 
per unit amount of alumina manufactured. 

(b) Reduction of the residual discharges (effluents. dust, stack gases) per 
unit amount of alumina manufactured. 

(c) Environmentally sustainable discharge and storage of digestion residue 
(dry stacking of red mud), recultivation of the filled-up storage areas. 

The above can be realized by 

(a) better operational and maintenance practices (e.g. preventing leakages, 
proper heat insulation. maintaining the prPscribed parameters of the 
process. etc.), 

(b) economically reasonable measures for efficient resource 
utilization, pollution control and waste disposal (e.g. increasing the 
number and size of heat exchangers, washing stages, etc.), and 

' • 

(c) measures necessary to meet environmental requirements conforming • 
with the generic ESID norms (e.g. installing dust collectors, 
scrubbers. dust filters. red mud filters or deep thickeners. 
recultivat.ing mined-out areas and filled-up mud disposal areas, etc.) 
PVen if costlv. 
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In general. it can be said that whereas modifications to existing old 
plants are relath·ely costlv (the~· may reach even 30 to SO per cent of the 
origin:.! investment costs). those incorporated in the engineering designs of a 
new plant (or of a significant expansion of an existing one) do not increase the 
capital costs by more than ~ to 10 per cent. At the same time the latter usually 
enable such savings to be made (both in related investment and operating costs) 
that they can make the application of environmentally sustainable solutions 
profitable. 




